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ELO Client for Microsoft Outlook: Integrated repository view with document preview

Microsoft Outlook is the most important application used for communication. It is where we turn to when we start work
in the morning and we return to it all throughout the day. We use it to send and receive important business information.
That is why we have added powerful document management functions to Microsoft Outlook in order to effectively
leverage processes in the workplace.

ELO® is available from:

The administrative overhead for documents and other
important information grows in proportion to the
amount of e-mails and tasks. After a certain point, they
can no longer be handled without powerful DMS
functions. The ELO Client for Microsoft Outlook provides
this in a program users are accustomed to using. Users
can simply drag important e-mail messages into
their corresponding customer file. Customer, job, or
project data is processed automatically to keyword
e-mail messages in an existing folder. ELO can automati-

cally trigger a work process to audit or approve an
e-mail, or even put separate documents into circulation.
The goal is to work faster, more effectively, and above
all with automation. One benefit for daily work here
is the universal enterprise search integrated into
ELO DMS Desktop. Instead of wasting precious time
on locating important stored information, you can now
find it in an instant.

Highlights of ELO Outlook integration
Integrated display of all business documents and
formats in the filing structure

Display central repository, file, and business structures
directly in Outlook

Universal search in Outlook for both information in
e-mails and in documents stored in ELO

Drag-and-drop filing of process-related e-mail
messages and other documents
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Microsoft Explorer

ELO DMS Desktop optimally connects Microsoft Office with the world of ELO

ELO File System: The ELO repository in Windows Explorer, including document preview

ELO DMS Desktop adds powerful document management and archiving functions to your familiar Microsoft Office environment. ELO DMS Desktop integrates into trusted office applications like Microsoft Outlook, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and
Explorer like no other solution. This enables you to master your daily work processes better and faster.

We create and process documents like letters, contracts, memos, tables, and presentations on a daily basis. Microsoft
products like Word, Excel, and PowerPoint are long-established standard tools in this area. ELO DMS Desktop has
intermeshed these products with the ELO world in order to provide the applications with powerful document management capabilities.

Microsoft Windows Explorer is a handy tool to store documents and data. However, what works for a single user at home
brings with it uncertainty and disadvantages for a business. Information islands, long access times, non-logged and nonaudit-proof storage are often problems that companies have to face when this method is scaled up to corporate use.
ELO DMS Desktop provides assistance here with its complete integration into the file system.

These days, it is no longer acceptable to simply create a
document and save it somewhere on your computer. The
key to success is process-related processing, in which
generated information (metadata for a customer or project file, e-mail messages, contracts, correspondence, and
so on) exists in a clear context to a business process.
Each authorized user must be able to access documents
in an instant, while maintaining legal compliance for tax
authorities or the courts. ELO DMS Desktop takes care
of all of this. Added to this is automatic logging and
versioning of changes to documents that pass through

Regardless of what information or documents are
processed (contracts, meeting notes, cost calculation,
etc.), they are always clearly linked with their underlying
business process. This is exactly where the ELO Clients for
Microsoft Office come into play. They add DMS functionality to the Microsoft products, enabling users to access
process files, page through them, and with a single click
to start editing them in Microsoft Word, Excel, and
PowerPoint in their day to day work. The integrated
check-in and check-out mechanisms ensure collaborative
document editing (such as contracts within a team). The

With the integration of ELO File System into Windows
Explorer, the user sees ELO as a completely normal drive
on the computer. The user can then save, organize,
move, or pass on a copy of documents and data from
applications (such as CAD, CRM, etc.) as usual. The difference between the two is the powerful DMS functionality. If you are dealing with an order from a customer,
important customer data that is generated automatically from the ERP/CRM system is now saved to the
repository. Filed documents instantly include additional
important information that is automatically inherited

individual business processes. With its seamless integration into the world of Microsoft Office, ELO DMS Desktop
provides your business with an indispensable tool for
daily work.

ELO DMS Desktop highlights

Highlights of the Microsoft Office clients

Full-value DMS client for Microsoft Outlook

Direct integration of the ELO repository structure in Explorer

Powerful Office clients for Word, Excel, and PowerPoint

Version-controlled editing of business cases, documents,
and metadata

Provision of enterprise search and analysis functions in a
Microsoft Office environment

ELO DMS Desktop

integrated ELO template management system also
enables personal, departmental, and company-wide
templates to be managed effectively and used for automated business processes. An important point when
creating and editing a document is the traceability of
individual version states. To achieve this, ELO DMS
Desktop contains powerful version, history, and reporting functions.

Direct access to customer and project files, contracts, and
delivery receipts from within the Office applications

from central project or customer folders. The enterprise
search ensures that every document is located immediately, even in a repository with millions of other
documents. A rights management system individually
designed for business processes ensures that information is secured when working across different departments. The central ELO repository back end ensures that
documents are managed in audit-proof and legally
compliant ways through comprehensive reporting and
version management.

Highlights of the ELO repository Explorer integration

Direct integration of the ELO repository / filing structure
into Word, Excel, and PowerPoint

Secure collaborative editing with check-in / check-out
functions

Display the central ELO repository structure directly in
Windows Explorer

Convenient metadata management for documents
and process files

Convenient navigation within existing customer / project / contract files and much more

Integrated version managment for comprehensive
document history

Comprehensive rights management to protect documents, customer / contract / project files an much more

Direct filing and storage for existing enterprise
applications, including CAD, CRM and more

One click to quickly open and edit Office documents

Simple management of individual and business-wide
Office templates

Drag and drop for simple, audit-proof document and
data storage
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ELO Client for Microsoft Outlook: Integrated repository view with document preview

Microsoft Outlook is the most important application used for communication. It is where we turn to when we start work
in the morning and we return to it all throughout the day. We use it to send and receive important business information.
That is why we have added powerful document management functions to Microsoft Outlook in order to effectively
leverage processes in the workplace.

ELO® is available from:

The administrative overhead for documents and other
important information grows in proportion to the
amount of e-mails and tasks. After a certain point, they
can no longer be handled without powerful DMS
functions. The ELO Client for Microsoft Outlook provides
this in a program users are accustomed to using. Users
can simply drag important e-mail messages into
their corresponding customer file. Customer, job, or
project data is processed automatically to keyword
e-mail messages in an existing folder. ELO can automati-

cally trigger a work process to audit or approve an
e-mail, or even put separate documents into circulation.
The goal is to work faster, more effectively, and above
all with automation. One benefit for daily work here
is the universal enterprise search integrated into
ELO DMS Desktop. Instead of wasting precious time
on locating important stored information, you can now
find it in an instant.

Highlights of ELO Outlook integration
Integrated display of all business documents and
formats in the filing structure

Display central repository, file, and business structures
directly in Outlook

Universal search in Outlook for both information in
e-mails and in documents stored in ELO

Drag-and-drop filing of process-related e-mail
messages and other documents
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